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ABSTRACT
Measuring semantic similarity between terms is an important step in information retrieval and information
integration which requires semantic content matching. Semantic similarity has attracted great concern for a long
time in artificial intelligence, psychology and cognitive science. This paper contains a review of the state of art
approaches including structure based approach, information content based approach, and feature based approach
and hybrid approach. We also discussed similarity according to their advantages, disadvantages and issues related
to multiple ontology especially on method in features based approach.

1. Introduction

Similarity is the quality or condition of being similar, however different
definitions of similarity have been discussed before. The difference of the
definition of similarity refers to certain situation. Among them refers to [1]
similarity can be defined based solely on the joint probability distribution
of the concepts involved. However, in this study we believe that semantic
similarity is define as the closeness of two concepts, based on the likeliness
of their meaning. This refers to similarity between two concepts in a
taxonomy or ontology [2] .

The history of semantic similarity has been used for years in psychology and
cognitive science where different models have been proposed [3]. Besides
that, semantic similarity has also been used in searching for similarities
between images and visual [4]. However, by referring to [5] semantic
similarity in recent years is widely used in obtaining the similarities between
concept or between words where it is important to assist information
extraction tasks [6] such as semantic annotation [7] and ontology learning
[8], helping to discover semantically related terms.
Semantic similarity also is widely used in information retrieval tasks
[9][10][11], to improve the performance of current search engines
[12], information integration [11], ontology matching, to discover
correspondences between entities belonging to different ontologies [11],
[13], semantic query routing, to choose among the set of possible peers
only those relevant and bioinformatics and to assess the similarity between
proteins [14]. In addition, semantic similarity also can play an important
role in both predicting and validating gene product interactions and
interaction networks [15].
Many ontologies have been develop for various purposes and domains to
represent an effective means of knowledge sharing within controlled and
structured vocabulary. In recent years, information retrieval and data
integration have emphasized the use of ontologies and semantic similarity
as a mechanism for comparing objects that can be retrieved or integrated
across heterogeneous repositories. However, semantic similarity have a
few approach that have been develop in recent years and this paper will
evaluate which approaches is suitable to use with multiple ontology.

2. Ontology Based Method
Ontology is defined as a formal, explicit specification of shared
conceptualization. This definition means that ontology is a description
(like a formal specification of a program) of the concepts and relationships
that can exist for an agent or a community of agents [16]. Ontology is
an effective way to share knowledge within controlled and structured
vocabulary [17]. Many ontologies have been developed for various purposes

and domains [10][18][19]. According to [20] ontology is important in
enabling interoperability across heterogeneous systems and semantic web
applications. Ontology was develop with offer structured and unambiguous
representation of knowledge in the form of conceptualizations which causes
research on semantic similarity using ontology to increase [21]. There are a
few ontologies used for semantic similarity such as; WordNet [19] is a lexical
database for general English covering most of the general English concepts
and supporting various purposes; and biomedical domain for example
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) includes many biomedical
ontologies and terminologies (e.g., MeSH, Systemized Nomenclature of
Medicine Clinical Term (SNOMED-CT), ICD family [10].
2.1 Classification semantic similarity approaches according to
ontology
Several approaches for determining semantic similarity have been
proposed. In ontology, semantic similarity approach can be classified into
single ontology and cross ontology [2], [11]. Four approaches that could be
used to find the similarity between concepts are:

(i) The hierarchical structure based approach
The ontology based approach takes into an account the path length and
depth of an ontology. This is also known as edge counting approach or
structure based approach. This approach computes the similarity in terms
of the shortest path between the concepts in the ontology. Path length
approach is based on ontology structure, in which the ontological primary
relationship are connected through is-a type relation. Thus this similarity
calculates the shortest path while the degree of similarity is determined
based on path length. There are various measurements for path length
approach which have been used by [22] and [23]. Meanwhile, the depth
relative approach considers the depth of the edges connecting two concepts
in structure ontology. It computes the depth from root to the target concept.
[24], [25] and [26] are examples of the similarity method mention in this
type.
(ii) Information content based approach
Information content (IC) based measurement which is also known as
corpus based determines the similarity between two concepts based on
probabilities to each concept in ontology on word occurrences in a given
corpus. However this approach is less commonly used due to ontology
which causes the occurrence probability of a node to decrease when the
layer of the node goes deeper, and hence the IC of the node increases.
Therefore, the lower a node is in the hierarchy, the greater its IC [27]. The
various information content based measurement are [28], [29] and [30].
(iii) Features based approach
Feature of terms based approach takes into account terms that are several
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represented as collections of features and also the specific differentiating
features of each concept. Various feature based measurement are [31][32]
and [33].

(iv) Hybrid based approach
Hybrid based approach combines different sources of information to
measure the score of similarity between concepts. These approach
usually consider. features such as attribute similarity, ontology structure,
information content and depth of LCA node [27]. The major advantage of
these approaches is if the knowledge of an information source is inadequate
then it may be derived from the alternate information sources [2]. Hence
the quality of similarity measure would be improved. Some representative
of this approach are [34] and [35].

Table 1 presents a summary of semantic similarity approach according to
ontology. The use of semantic similarity has been used in two categories of
ontology namely single and multiple ontology. Semantic similarity in single
ontology is compared to terms from the same ontology, for instance from
WordNet itself and multiple ontology or also known as cross ontology is
compared to terms from different ontologies such as WordNet and MeSH.

Other works in this similar method are Tversky [31], Rodriguez and
Egenhofer [32] and X-similarity [33]. Tversky was developed to represent
objects as a collection of features and similarity is described as a feature
matching process. Equation (1) from Tversky which X and Y correspondences
to sets of a and b where |X∩Y| is set function intersect and |X-Y| denotes the
relative complement of Y in X. Further, α and β > 0 are parameters of the
Tversky index. The Tversky method is as follows:

In the meantime, Rodriguez and Egenhofer methods [32] also use features
to obtain similarity measure. Their similarity function determines similar
entity classes by using a matching process over synonym sets, semantic
neighborhoods and distinguishing features that are classified into
parts, function and attributes. To compute the synonym set, semantic
neighborhood and feature matching, Equation (2) as shown below is used
where ap and bq is the entity class of ontologies p and q, α is a function that
defines the relative importance of the non-common characteristics:

In order to integrate the information obtained from similarity assessments
of synonym sets, distinguishing feature and semantic neighborhoods, they
propose a similarity function that is defined by the weighted sum of the
similarity of each specification component as shown in Equation (3). The
functions Sw, Su and Sn are the similarity between synonym sets, features
and semantic neighborhoods between entity classes a of ontology p and b of
ontology q and Ww, Wu and Wn are the respective weights of the similarity
of each specification component.

X-Similarity, a novel cross-ontology similarity method developed by
Petrakis et. Al [33]. X-similarity relies on matching between synsets and
term description sets. Rodriguez and Egenhofer [32] used α parameters to
calculate the depth of the terms in the two ontologies while according to
Petrakis et. al [33] cross ontology matching should not depend on ontology
structure information. Due to this, Petrakis et. al [33] propose replacing
Equation (2) to Equation (4) below with a plain set similarity. Where A and
B denote synset or term description sets.

3. Semantic Similarity Multiple Ontology/ Cross Ontology
Nowadays with mushrooming information sources on the web, there is a
need to develop measurements that will compute similarity among concepts
in different ontologies [2], [11]. Cross ontology measurement will match the
words from different ontology. The cross ontology often needs hybrid or
feature based approach. This is due to the structure and information content
between diverse ontologies cannot be compared directly [2]. Similarity
measurements between concepts in different ontology are classified as:

They also proposed Equation (5) where the set similarities are computed
per relationship type (e.g., is-A and part-Of) because they believe that
not all terms in the neighborhood of a term are connected with the same
relationship, where i denotes relationship type.

(i) Approach path length based
Information about this approach is as mentioned in section 2.1(i). An
example measurement for this approach is [10].

The above idea are combined into a single formula as shown in Equation (6)

In this study, we concentrate on the use of approaches based on features of
terms to measure the similarity concept between two ontologies. Feature
based approach is more general and potentially used in multiple ontology
because the concept of two different ontologies also have a different
structure. This is due to the structure between diverse ontologies that
cannot be compared directly [33][21] and [2].

Features based approach has tried to overcome the limitation of structure
based approach regarding the fact that taxonomical links links in an
ontology do not necessarily represent uniform distances [37]. However,
this approach also has its disadvantages where it depends too much on the
information provided. Table 2 below describes briefly the pros and cons

(ii) Approach based on features based on terms
Information about this approach is as mentioned in section 2.1(iii). Various
features based measurement are [31], [32] and [33] .
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of each method in features based approach.

4. Conclusion
This paper describes the basics of semantic similarity measure and a
brief introduction about the importance of the use of semantic similarity
in various fields. Besides that, this paper also describes the classification
of single and multiple ontology-based similarity measure. Advantages and
disadvantages every approach are also described which may assist in the
evaluation of the selection of the best approaches for multiple ontology. We
also describe in more detail about method in the features based approach
which is believed to be the most appropriate approach used to find the
similarity between terms in multiple ontology. Feature based approach of
potential in increasing efficiency and accuracy similarity between multiple
ontology without using structure information. In future works, we want to
study how different domain ontology are integrated using features based
similarity approach as mechanism to comparing objects.
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